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BurdaStyle is the largest DIY fashion and sewing community with 
over half a million registered members and nearly 7 million pa-
geviews a month. A “sort of Facebook for sewers” (The New York 
Times), the average age of our readers is 29.

Our aim is to bring the craft of sewing to a new generation of fashion 
designers, hobbyists, DIYers as well as inspire fashion enthusiasts. 
The website offers thousands of stylish handcrafted clothes, down-
loadable PDF sewing patterns, tutorials, project ideas and a commu-
nity passionate about fashion. 

Hip trendy sewers and DIYers who have an interest in fashion. 
The majority of our members are 18-44 years old, educated 
professionals who are often online and have disposable income.                                               

Half a million

ca. 7 million 

782,072 (Jan-Feb 2011)

480K (Mar-Apr 2011)

ca.    60,604

12,900+   (facebook.com/BurdaStyleSews)

9,000+  (twitter.com/BurdaStyle)

Nora Abousteit, nora@burdastyle.com
OFFICE:    +1 212 884 4823
MOBILE:   +1 646 251 1757 

Carol Cho, carol@burdastyle.com
Susan Juvet, susan@burdastyle.com
OFFICE:    +1 212 884 4818  
MOBILE:   +1 646 245 9161
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About BurdaStyle.com

BurdaStyle Partners

Offering copyright-free, downloadable sewing patterns by BurdaStyle and its members along with step-by-step 
instructions, tips and tricks, BurdaStyle has become an invaluable resource for the fashion and sewing communities, 
encouraging people of all skill levels to join and allowing members to sell what they’ve created. BurdaStyle combines 
new technology with time-honored lessons to bring old fashion craft to a broader audience. 

With our open-source philosophy, users are encouraged to share their patterns, comments, and expertise with 
one another. This creates an interactive destination: not just a website for information but a website with a strong 
and active community. 

Each pattern is offered as a downloadable PDF to print at home, and some can be printed at a print shop. A separate 
PDF with instructions as well as information about sizing, materials, and difficulty level accompany each pattern.

BurdaStyle.com is a new kind of resource for the sewing community. 
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What is Open Source?

At BurdaStyle.com you can find over
980 downloadable sewing patterns which 
you can print and assemble at home. 
All of our patterns are copyright-free; that means you can use these patterns, 
change them, sew them and sell the garment. Our users are free to incorporate 
our patterns into their own collections as well as utilize many of our basic pat-
tern blocks to create their own patterns off of. Along with the pattern download 
comes a set of step-by-step instructions with images to help you along the way.

Sailor’s Wife

 by maryy  

First Summer Dress

 by NightGoat
  

Crimson Splash Dress 
by KristieLee 

My Version of Maryy Dress 
by jessyratfink 

Paisley Strapless Dress 
by SewIThought 

Play Chess on My Dress!

 
by malgosss  

Maryy dress pattern

Member variations of the pattern “Maryy dress” www.burdastyle.com/patterns/maryy

Members are encouraged to engage with the community by uploading their own creations and projects and can freely 
comment on projects and posts.
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Selected Press

Elle Sweden  (Jul 08) 

“35 million people in America alone are tired of getting their 
fashion served and rather sew their own clothes. To their help, is 
BurdaStyle.”

Guardian UK  (Mar 10) 
“...make some clothes yourself using patterns available free 
online (we recommmend Burdastyle.com)...”

Time Out New York  (Jul 09) 

“The website filled a gaping hole in the outmoded world of 
sterile and unimaginative sewing patterns”

Fashionably Marketing.Me  (Apr 10) 

“...rather than just selling ad space on the network, BurdaStyle 
is creating initiatives for brands to directly speak to the network 
members...to create lasting word of mouth engagement.”

Instyle Germany  (Jun 08) 
“...with the help of www.Burdastyle.com even sewing 
beginners can create their own unique clothes. Try it out!”  

The New York Forum Online  (June  11) 

“Technology now is horizontal, not vertical. So if you merge the 
industry with the technology (which is cheap due to the cloud, 
etc.), you can reinvent the industries.”

WWD  (Jul 10) 

BurdaStyle was included in a list of WWD’s featured 
crowdsourced fashion brands.

New York Times Online  (Feb 11)

“BurdaStyle.com, a sort of Facebook for sewers” 
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Website Features

Projects
burdastyle.com/projects

The Project section allows members to 
showcase their accomplishments by displaying 
photos of finished products. Details about the 
production, materials, and the member profile are 
listed. If a BurdaStyle pattern is used, the project 
links directly to the pattern catalogue. Projects 
are sorted by gender, season, garment type, 
difficulty, styles and materials. The ‘For Sale’ 
badge indicates if a finished garment can be 
bought from the user.

Patterns
burdastyle.com/patterns

The Patterns section offers copyright-free 
BurdaStyle patterns and user-generated patterns 
to members at little or no cost. BurdaStyle 
patterns are scaled and formatted for easy 
printing at home or full printing at a copy shop. 
Patterns can be sorted by gender, seasons, 
garment type, difficulty, styles and materials. The 
listing of patterns can be searched with a variety 
of filter options. Step-by-step instructions with text 
and technical drawings guide the user through 
the process from start to finish. Each step can be 
discussed among the users. Photos of completed 
garments offer other members inspiration.

Profiles
burdastyle.com/profiles/grosgrain

Every registered member can set up a Profile 
with personal information. The profile section 
enables wall-to-wall conversations and serves 
as a hut of the member’s uploaded projects, 
a library of techniques, as well as collected 
favorites from the community.
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Website Features

Photos
burdastyle.com/photos

The Photos section is home to curated slide 
shows that constitute ‘Best of’ projects, events, 
and other visual fashion candy. This is one of our 
most popular sections on our site.

Blog
burdastyle.com/blog

The Blog documents the goings on around 
BurdaStyle and the sewing world. With a focus 
on the world of sewing and fashion, the Blog also 
features news, trends, contests, updates from 
the BurdaStyle team, featured members, and 
highlighted site content. Blog contributors are 
active members and well connected participants 
in the DIY fashion community.

Learning
burdastyle.com/learning

The Learning section consists of techniques 
and terminology. Techniques are created by both 
the BurdaStyle team and members. These 
provide detailed step-by-step picture/video 
instructions on how to use various sewing 
techniques. The techniques can range from an 
explanation of attaching a zipper to how to make 
a homemade dress form. The terms section 
consists of over 500 sewing terms that are 
explained in detail. Members are encouraged 
to ask for clarification if they don’t understand 
a definition and to submit missing terms.
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Website Features

Discussions
burdastyle.com/discussions

The Forum is a place for members to discuss 
patterns, projects, techniques, solutions and 
general concerns. Topics can be prompted from 
the BurdaStyle team or created by individual 
members. Using the “sew along,” members 
can create a virtual sewing circle around a 
specific patterns or specific ideas. 
The discussion section is also home to the help 
section, which consists of FAQs and guidance, 
a type of online help desk. Members can ask 
questions about the usage of the site and 
participate in help discussions.

Activity Feed
burdastyle.com/profiles/
grosgrain/my_activity

Just like on Facebook, members can follow their 
friend’s Activities on a live stream including new 
projects and techniques, favorites, comments, 
and messages. This motivates the community to 
be more active and stays in constant conversation 
with one another. Logged out, visitors still follow a 
general activity feed on the homepage.


